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CLIFFED- Out 
CLIFF RESCUE FOR SKI PATROL 

BY STEVE ACHELIS AND ANDY RICH 

Setting up a rescue. Photo by Steve Ache/is. 

High angle rescue. Photo by Steve Ache/is. 

D
espite the best efforts of the ski patrol
to warn guests about cliff areas, guests 

do occasionally become perched on a rocky 
precipice, unable to move up or down. These 
dangerous situations might be the result of 
limited visibility in unfamiliar terrain, trying 
to ski aggressive lines with limited skills, fall
ing in exposed terrain, or ducking a rope line. 
Regardless of the cause or frequency, patrol
lers must have the training and the critical 
skills to handle these situations, just as they 
must have the training and skills to evacuate 
lifts and handle a wide variety of medical 
situations. 

In partnership with Snowbird Ski and 
Summer Resort, Remote Rescue Training 
(RRT), a division of the Center for Emergency 
Programs at the University of Utah, developed 
protocols for patrollers to rescue cliffed-out 
guests. RRT established a corresponding 
four-day training and certification course, and 
seven veteran Snowbird patrollers earned 
Cliff Rescue for Ski Patrol certifications in 
March 2014. Snowbird adopted these cliff 
rescue protocols, and full implementation 
into its internal training is scheduled for 
preseason training in 2014. 

Under what circumstances might patrol be 
called to help cliffed-out guests, and how 
might they implement a rescue? Below are the 

cliff rescue protocols adopted at Snowbird. 

Search and rescue versus skl patrol 

Although search and rescue teams and ski 
patrollers both perform rope rescues in moun
tainous terrain, there are notable differences: 

• Patrollers tend to be notified of cliffed
out patrons quickly, often within
minutes. This is usually the result of
other guests reporting the situation, but
cliffed-out guests may also self-report
their situation via cell phone.

• Stationed near the cliffy terrain and
geared up for mountain travel, patrol
lers can rapidly respond to guests in
perilous situations. This rapid response
by trained patrollers can prevent injury
or death.

• Patrollers often carry lightweight rope
rescue gear for personal lift evacuation
that can be used for stabilization and low
angle rope rescue. Heavier rope rescue
gear caches can be stored at top shacks.
Either way, rope rescue equipment can
be readily accessible.

• The terrain where guests require
assistance is typically well-known by
patrollers. This makes it easier for the
rescuers to preplan anchors and rescue

systems. 

• The "victims" are paying guests who
expect skilled rescuers to come to their
aid. The ski resort has a duty to act in
response to these incidents.

Unlike the search and rescue cliche that 
backcountry victims are either "stable or 
dead," the combination of early notification, 
rapid deployment, ready access to rescue 
equipment, and familiar terrain can result 
in patrollers arriving at the scene when the 
guest is still in an unstable position, e.g. 
clinging to a tree. 

Keep tt simple 

Rope rescue protocols that are simple, stan
dard, and team-based decrease the risk to both 
rescuers and guests. Cliffed-out rope rescue 
is a high-consequence task. Patrollers have 
limited time to train in the required skills. 
The rescue systems need to be simple, versa
tile, and, most importantly, safe. Having a few 
well-rehearsed protocols that use standard
ized skills and standard gear kits ensures safe 
and efficient rescues. 

Simple is, of course, relative, but a simple 
system utilizes clean, minimal rigging with
out extraneous components. Simple protocols 
utilize similar skills, knots, devices, and com
munication to overcome varied challenges. 

Standard systems are pre-planned and 
practiced. Standardization ensures seamless 
integration with other rescuers and reliable 
systems checks. 

Team-based systems take advantage of having 
another rescuer present to double-check deci
sions, rigging, and operations. Three rescuers 
are reco=ended for all of the described cliff 
rescue techniques. 

Trained rescuers are undeniably more predict
able and reliable. The training needs to be 
hands-on and provide patrollers with a solid 
foundation, as well as the breadth of skills 
necessary to address the situations they are 
likely to encounter. Comprehensive initial 
training allows ongoing training to be tar
geted, effective, and efficient. 
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Table 1: Risk Management. 
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